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ABSTRACT
Autonomy and the ability to maintain social activities can be challenging for people with disabilities experiencing reduced mobility.
In the case of disabilities that impact mobility, power wheelchairs
can help such people retain or regain autonomy. Nonetheless, driving a power wheelchair is a complex task that requires a combination of cognitive, visual and visuo-spatial abilities. In practice,
people need to pass prior ability tests and driving training before
being prescribed a power wheelchair by their therapist. Still, conventional training in occupational therapy can be insufficient for
some people with severe cognitive and/or visuo-spatial functions.
As such, these people are often prevented from obtaining a power
wheelchair prescription from their therapist due to safety concerns.
In this context, driving simulators might be efficient and promising
tools to provide alternative, adaptive, flexible, and safe training. In
previous work, we proposed a Virtual Reality (VR) driving simulator integrating vestibular feedback to simulate wheelchair motion
sensations. The performance and acceptability of a VR simulator
rely on satisfying user Quality of Experience (QoE). Therefore, our
simulator is designed to give the user a high Sense of Presence (SoP)
and low Cybersickness. This paper presents a pilot study assessing
the impact of the vestibular feedback provied on user QoE. Participants were asked to perform a driving task whilst in the simulator
under two conditions: with and without vestibular feedback. User
QoE is assessed through subjective questionnaires measuring user
SoP and cybersickness. The results show that vestibular feedback
activation increases SoP and decreases cybersickness. This study
constitutes a mandatory step before clinical trials and, as such, only
enrolled people without disabilities.
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Figure 1: Our power wheelchair driving simulator, composed of an HMD for visual immersion, a joystick to control the virtual power wheelchair, and a vestibular feedback
platform.
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INTRODUCTION

People with disabilities may experience mobility loss that can sometimes limit their ability to move around independently and retain
access to social activities. Such limitations can be compensated by
mobility aids such as power wheelchairs [10]. However, driving a
power wheelchair is a challenging task that relies on good cognitive
and visuo-spatial abilities especially when dealing with multiple
dynamic obstacles outdoors or with door passing or narrow spaces
indoors [22]. Thus, navigating safely requires a significant level of

expertise that can be achieved through efficient training, especially
for people who have cognitive and visuo-spatial disabilities that
prevent them from fully managing complex driving situations. Indeed, prescribers need to ensure that the powered mobility aid that
they are to prescribe to the user will be operated safely in daily-life.
If assessment and/or training is unsuccessful, therapists can decide
to prevent wheelchair prescription to a patient for safety reasons.
To address this mobility issue for people who cannot operate
a wheelchair safely, there are a plethora of works on driving assistance by means of autonomous solutions such as self-driving
power wheelchairs [20]. However, such solutions are generally not
adapted to therapists and end-users expectations and needs. Indeed,
such autonomous solutions do not leave a sufficient amount of
control to the user, which is however necessary to keep soliciting
remaining functions and thus prevent loss of function. In addition,
doing a task by oneself instead of having it done by a robot it has
been shown empowering [15]. There also exist semi-autonomous
solutions such as shared control or guidance systems [6, 9] that
are more suited to user needs as they give a sufficient amount of
control to the user. Indeed, with such systems, the user has full
wheelchair control most of the time, and trajectory correction is
applied only when there is a danger of collision. However, there are
still no such solutions available on the market as they are still at the
research stage. Moreover semi-autonomous systems that have currently been developed within research laboratories do not manage
all types of complex situations. Indeed, current solutions mainly
focus on avoiding obstacles within indoor environments [6, 42] and
do not yet show sufficiently good performances in more complex
situations such as navigation within complex urban environments
[34], social interactions with pedestrians [11, 18], and negotiation
of ramps or curbs [8]. Furthermore, these systems still require good
driving skills by the user [20] and thus require training before they
can be used in daily life.
Therefore, an alternative solution to navigation assistance systems is to acquire more driving skills by practising in training
sessions, in particular in occupational therapy sessions where the
user drives in ecological situations (daily-life situations). Nonetheless, these conventional training methods consisting in using a
real wheelchair directly may not be adapted for people with severe
visual and/or cognitive impairments [1]. Additionally, personalized
training methods based on particular scenarios (e.g. at home, in
hazardous situations, in crowded places) are too complex and costly
to perform. In addition, some people with attention disorders may
have great difficulty driving a wheelchair in ecological situations as
they often have many distractions, multiple people moving around,
and so on.
In this context, driving simulators are emerging to overcome
these limitations and widen access to power wheelchair training. Indeed, simulation make it possible to perform various scenarios and
assessment conditions within a safe, controllable and reproducible
environment.
Virtual Reality (VR) makes it possible to build safe simulations
and daily-life based scenarios [4]. Furthermore, VR has been shown
to be efficient within a clinical context [5, 14]. Compared to other
simulation tools, VR allows user immersion inside the Virtual Environment (VE), providing more Sense of Presence (SoP). SoP is the
subjective phenomenon describing the user’s sense of “being there”

in the VE [35]. In the case of wheelchair driving training, a high
SoP will increase user ability to intuitively transpose safe driving
skills acquired through virtual scenarios to real life situations [37].
However, completing a navigation task while immersed in a
VE induces discomforts [19] often characterized as Cybersickness
whose symptoms are similar to motion sickness (e.g. nausea, headaches, dizziness) [29]. Cybersickness is a major limitation on VR
expansion since it significantly alters simulation comfort and user
experience.
In previous work, we presented an innovative power wheelchair
driving simulator for wheelchair training in VR [43]. Previous,
present and future works dealing with driving simulators are conducted in close collaboration with a rehabilitation centre to better
match the needs of wheelchair users with therapists, making our
simulator relevant for actual end-users such as for the purpose of
wheelchair training and assessment of driving abilities. Our simulator includes a mechanical platform that provides vestibular feedback
and haptic feedback. The platform is able to simulate accelerations
using the “tilt coordination” method [3] resulting from user command (vestibular feedback) or from physical response from the VE
such as collisions (haptic feedback).
The objective of this paper is to investigate the contribution of
vestibular feedback to SoP and Cybersickness in a multisensory
driving experience. Indeed, we believe that reproducing real power
wheelchair accelerations and centrifugal effects will enhance SoP
while reducing perception discordance and Cybersickness. This
study focuses on the impact of vestibular feedback for able-bodied
people. It constitutes a first pilot study that enriches our expectations for future works, a basis for other studies on SoP with
vestibular feedback and a necessary step before assessing the same
assumptions for people with disabilities. This paper first introduces
related work on VR and vestibular feedback. Second, it introduces
our experimental study using a VR headset and our vestibular
feedback platform. Third, we discuss our results and their validity.
Finally, we present the conclusions of our work and future work
directions.

2

RELATED WORK

This section presents the previous work concerning VR simulators. It then introduces two concepts related to VR experience: SoP
and Cybersickness, and finally evaluate these concepts through
experimental study.

2.1

VR Simulators

The field of VR regroups all computer-based techniques with the
aim of simulating a 3D VE. Thus, such an environment is controllable, reproducible and safe. VR has major assets for building
efficient tools known as simulators, largely used in training [16] and
rehabilitation [14] programmes. Indeed, VR based simulators make
it possible to build user-centered, ecological and specific situations.
Therefore, the application of VR to power wheelchair simulation
appears to be an excellent way to provide training with customized
scenarios [2].

2.2

Sense of Presence

The efficiency of VR based simulation training strongly depends on
SoP. SoP refers to the user’s sense of "being there" in the VE [35] and
depends on various factors such as spatial presence, involvement
and experienced realism [33]. The greater the SoP, the more the user
will be involved and will learn from his or her virtual experience
[37].
Several research projects have investigated ways to increase
SoP. The driving simulator NADS Minisim [41] increases the user
awareness component of SoP by providing additional haptic feedback information with the aim of enhancing user understanding of
the surrounding environment while driving. Even in the entertainment field, a study of increased presence in cinema with additional
feedback reveals positive results on user SoP [27].
Regarding wheelchair simulation, the single screen simulator
ViEW [24] addresses SoP with user embodiment methods by representing the user’s hand in the VE. The miWe simulator also represents the user’s hand and investigates the impact of the use of
a new wheelchair controller on SoP [38]. Finally, the addition of a
feedback platform in the Virtual Fauteuil simulator [28] seems to
contribute to a better immersion, and therefore to a better SoP.

2.3

Cybersickness

Even though VR is a great tool, early studies revealed that it suffers from Cybersickness, a major disadvantage [19]. Indeed, during
a VR simulation, the user may experience Cybersickness, that is,
discomforts similar to motion sickness symptoms (e.g. headaches,
dizziness or nausea) [29]. Those discomforts arise from perception
conflicts between what the user sees and feels, leading to cognitive
mismatches. The greater mismatch between feedback in simulation and what is perceived in real experience, the more severe the
Cybersickness.
In the context of a driving simulator, Cybersickness is more
likely to arise as the user sees himself or herself moving, while not
perceiving any physical motion. Niniss and Inoue [26] discuss this
phenomenon, but never confirm any theory about the causes. Mahajan et al. [21] also observed Cybersickness effects when performing
a study involving their wheelchair simulator. However, they did
not assess the impact of their simulator platform on participant
discomfort.

2.4

Assessing VR experience

SoP assessment is generally assessed through subjective questionnaires in the literature [25]. Participants answers to such questionnaires are commonly processed using the Wilcoxon signed rank
non-parametric test [44]. Questionnaires such as NASA-TLX and
IPQ, which aim to evaluate respectively cognitive load during a task
and SoP, have been already used by VR and clinical specialists [12].
For instance, the IPQ was administered after users with disabilities
used the miWe simulator to measure presence in the VE [38]. They
used the IPQ to evaluate presence, spatial presence, involvement
and realism separately. The IVEQ questionnaire [39] which tackles
VR experience assessment is more recent, but can be used as it
has already been validated. This questionnaire covers numerous
aspects involved in user experience in VR such as immersion and
experience consequences such as Cybersickness.

Figure 2: Illustration of feedback platform with rotation
axes illustration

3

POWER WHEELCHAIR SIMULATOR

In previous work [43], we presented a VR-based power wheelchair
simulator including an innovative motion feedback platform. This
platform is a mechanical system with four degrees of freedom
(DoF) (see Figure 2). The structure includes a parallel mechanism
using 4 linear actuators (three DoF) and a turntable on the top (the
fourth DoF). The platform size and weight are similar to power
wheelchair standards. The platform aims to be compliant with
standard wheelchair components such as the controller and seat.
Indeed the mechanical platform is designed to accommodate standard wheelchair seating and control. Moreover, as people sometimes
need an adapted controller to be able to drive the wheelchair, any
type of controller can be plugged into the platform (e.g. joystick,
head array, sip-and-puff, chin controls). For this experiment, the
platform was equipped with an off-the-shelf wheelchair seat and a
simple joystick controller coming from a Salsa M2 wheelchair. The
four DoF of the platform make it possible to provide vestibular feedback by simulating wheelchair accelerations using the “tilt coordination” principle. This technique consists in using the gravitational
force to trick the user vestibular system and simulating linear acceleration forces and centrifugal effects. For example, when the user
accelerates in the forward direction, the platform will rotate around
the pitch axis (illustrated in Figure 2) to mimic a backward force
commonly experienced while accelerating in the forward direction
with a real power wheelchair. The vestibular feedback includes
acceleration effects simulated with the pitch axis and centrifugal effects simulated with the roll axis. The kinematic parameters that the
platform can simulate have been experimentally obtained through
a set of driving scenarios representing classical indoor and outdoor
use cases.
While several simulators rely only on visual feedback [2], our
platform allows the user to benefit from more modalities during the
virtual experience. In order to increase SoP, the simulator platform
is combined with a realistic VE and an immersive visual display
technology (such as a Head Mounted Display, HMD). Moreover, the

addition of different feedback modalities should reduce mismatching of cognitive information and therefore Cybersickness.
Note that the “tilt coordination” principle also allows the platform to provide haptic feedback (forces induced by the VE such
as a rough ground and virtual wheelchair interaction). This paper
only focuses on the vestibular feedback impact on user experience
during a wheelchair driving task in VR.

4 USER STUDY
4.1 Objective and Hypotheses
The objective of this paper is to assess the impact of the vestibular
feedback provided by our simulator platform on SoP and Cybersickness during a wheelchair driving experience in VR. Positive results
of this pilot study would advocate for the relevance of the proposed vestibular feedback modality for increasing user Quality of
Experience (QoE). We enrolled only able-bodied participants in this
experiment, even though our system is designed for people with disabilities. It is indeed necessary for our Research Ethics Committee
that we validate system effectiveness and viability with able-bodied
participants through a preliminary study before enrolling people
with disabilities and end-users to assess the relevancy of such a simulator in training applications and improving wheelchair driving
skills. Indeed, we need to prove and ensure user safety while using
the simulator to obtain the Committee’s approval and run an experiment with people with disabilities. Moreover, testing a hypothesis
in a pilot study with able-bodied people before using clinical patients as subjects is a commonly applied procedure [17, 30].
Based on previous works and our own VR experience, we defined
our hypotheses as follows:
H1 The addition of vestibular feedback to visual feedback increases SoP for users. In particular, according to the Igroup
project consortium (http://www.igroup.org/pq/ipq/index.php):
H1-Spa This feedback increases spatial presence for users.
H1-Inv This feedback increases user involvement.
H1-Rea This feedback increases experienced realism for
users.
H2 The addition of vestibular feedback to the visual feedback
decreases sensory conflicts and thus Cybersickness.

4.2

Apparatus

Our apparatus for this study corresponds to our multisensory power
wheelchair driving simulator (see Figure 1). This simulator uses a
Standard R-Net joystick for user input. We chose this device as it is
a joystick commonly used to control standard power wheelchairs.
Concerning feedback, two devices are used to provide vestibular
and visual feedback, respectively. The first device is the vestibular
feedback platform, on top of which we set a standard wheelchair
seat coming from a standard Salsa M power wheelchair. We provide
a vestibular feedback using “tilt coordination”. In particular, we
render linear accelerations using pitch, and centrifugal effects using
roll, depending on both linear and angular speeds.
The second device is an HTC Vive HMD. HMD devices make it
possible to immerse users in a VE, occulting the real world around
them. As it covers all the user vision angles, it also enables users
to look backward, which is important for reverse driving. In our

Figure 3: Participant point-of-view during trials. The black
part in the bottom-right corner corresponds to the arm of a
virtual wheelchair, which is spatially colocated with the real
joystick and vestibular feedback platform.

case, this would also prevent participants from seeing the vestibular
feedback platform movements. Besides, HMDs are largely used in
the VR field and provide good head tracking as well as a suitable
graphic rendering quality for an immersive experience.
Concerning the 3D environment, we used a 3D model of a flat
square located in a French city. This square was mainly unfamiliar to
participants as our experiment took place in another city. We added
assets to this 3D VE to mark out a path that users had to follow in
the experiment (see Figure 3). As users might not be familiar with
power wheelchair driving, the speed limit of the virtual wheelchair
was set to 0.86 m.s−1 which corresponds to a comfortable speed for
navigation.

4.3

Method

4.3.1 Participants. A total of 29, unpaid and able-bodied Frenchspeaking participants were enrolled in this experiment. They were
all naive to the purpose of the experiment. All of them signed a consent form explaining the running of the experiment to them. It was
also explained to them that they could ask to stop the experiment
whenever they wanted. In order for our experiment to be reliable,
we applied a strict validation policy. This policy will be explained in
details in Section 5. In total, we removed 13 participants. Then, 16
people (average age of 28.6, SD= 12.33, min = 19, max = 60) were
kept in the analysis. 13 of them were males, and 3 were females. 14
were right-handed.
On average, the participants had little experience with virtual
reality and dynamic seats. Most of them had an intermediate to
high level of experience with video games. Only one participant
had an intermediate level of experience with power wheelchair
driving. We conducted this experiment with participants from a
different city from the one reproduced in our VE. This was intended
to prevent participants from noticing differences between the scene
and the real place (i.e. the real place was often crowded while no
pedestrians were present in the virtual scene). Only one participant
knew the real version of the VE in which participants were asked
to perform the driving task.

4.3.2 Experimental conditions. We aimed to determine the impact
of our platform’s vestibular feedback on SoP and Cybersickness
during a wheelchair driving task in VR. For this experiment, we
identified two experimental conditions:
CV No vestibular feedback. Participants were only provided
with V isual feedback through the HMD.
CM With vestibular feedback. Participants were provided with
visual and vestibular Multisensory feedback.
Each participant completed two trials during this experiment,
one for each of the two experimental conditions. The order of
presentation was counterbalanced across participants (Eight participants were presented with CV first, and eight with CM first).
4.3.3 Measures. In order to assess our hypotheses and the impact
of our platform vestibular feedback on user QoE, we collected subjective evaluations from participants using three subjective questionnaires, all previously validated in French:
• The NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) [13]. This questionnaire was used to determine whether the presence of the
vestibular would alter the cognitive load of the user.
• The Igroup Presence Questionnaire (IPQ) [32]. This questionnaire allows spatial presence, involvement, and experienced
realism to be assessed.
• The Immersive Virtual Environments Questionnaire (IVEQ)
[39, 40]. We used all measures concerning immersion, presence, engagement, and experience effects.

whenever they were ready to. The trial automatically stopped once
they reached the end of the path. They were then taken to another
room to fulfill the questionnaires assessing user experience in this
first trial. This prevented them from seeing the vestibular feedback
platform moving when changing the experimental condition. Once
they had completed the questionnaires, they performed the second trial. At the end of the second trial, they filled in the same
questionnaires again to evaluate their QoE in the second trial.
4.3.5 Virtual Driving Task. As shown in Figure 4, the virtual driving
task consists of a sequenced path to be completed inside the virtual
scene representing a city square. The path starts at point A and ends
at point B, moving over symbols. Each symbol represents a specific
instruction as presented in Table 1. Note that every symbol should
be rolled over. The constructed path includes a lot of action in
order to increase acceleration variation to ensure user involvement
during the driving task, but also to ensure that users perceive the
vestibular feedback while following the path.
Table 1: Existing symbols and corresponding instructions.
Move along arrow direction
Move along arrow direction - slight turn
Move along arrow direction - sharp turn
Pause on the cross and continue forward
Turn 180 degrees and go backward
Arrival - park inside rectangle

The participants completed each of the three questionnaires after
each experimental condition.
4.3.4 Experimental Procedure. Participants were asked to sit on
the wheelchair seat attached to the vestibular feedback platform.
First, we asked them to attach a seat belt mounted on the platform
as a safety measure. We indicated the presence of a big red button,
attached to the side of the platform, and that they could press it to
immediately shut down the platform if needed.
They received instructions on the use of the joystick controller
to operate the virtual power wheelchair in the VE. They also received instructions on the virtual path they had to follow. This path
was indicated to the user in the VE by means of red arrows on the
floor. It consisted in linear movements, slight curves, large curves, a
stop, a U-turn and finally a reverse driving and parking manoeuvre.
See Section 4.3.5 for additional details (see Figure 4). This set of
manoeuvres was intended to ensure that participants would perceive various visual and vestibular feedback experiences during
the driving task in each trial. The participants were informed that
they would have to complete this path twice, and that they would
be asked to fill in questionnaires after each time they completed
it. Participants did not receive any information about the type of
feedback they would have for each trial and about the platform
itself. Thereafter, they could ask any questions they had.
Participants were equipped with earmuffs to prevent them from
hearing the platform moving or not moving during the trial. They
were not able to see the platform either moving or not moving
during the trial due to the wearing of the HMD to display the VE.
They were given time to familiarize themselves with the VE before
starting the experiment. They were invited to start the driving task

5

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section presents our validation policy to ensure that our results
were unbiased for the analysis. Then, we will present the results
obtained through the three questionnaires for the analysis of SoP
and Cybersickness, according to the two investigated experimental
conditions.

5.1

Validation policy

Analysing subjective user perceptions such as the SoP required the
experiment to be unbiased regarding (1) knowledge related to the
vestibular feedback provided and (2) perceptive biases that could
have occurred during the experiment. We removed two participants
from the experiment after they reported having previously observed
the vestibular feedback platform while operating during demonstrations. We then removed additional participants according to three
identified perceptive biases they experienced during trials. Firstly,
three participants experienced visual discomforts (such as lags or
bad quality settings). This might have decreased the immersion. Secondly, six participants might have heard surrounding noises (such
as human voices coming from people not involved in the study)
despite the earmuff. This might have influenced their SoP along
with their focus on the virtual driving task. Finally, two participants
decided on their own to park by moving forward against instructions. As such, they did not experienced all expected feedback and
their data were discarded from analysis.
After selecting the participants for the analysis, we ensured that
the duration of trials completed by the participants was sufficient

Figure 4: Top view of the path the participants had to complete in both experimental conditions.
Table 2: Questions presenting significant differences in participant ratings between conditions CV and CM .
Question
IPQ INV3
IPQ INV4
IPQ REAL2
IVEQ 1
IVEQ 5
IVEQ 15
IVEQ 61
TLX 6

Label
“I still paid attention to the real environment.”
“I was completely captivated by the virtual world.”
“How much did your experience in the virtual environment seem consistent with
your real world experience ?”
“My interactions with the virtual environment seemed natural.”
“The sense of moving around inside the virtual environment was compelling.”
“I became so involved in the virtual environment that it was as if I was inside the
game rather than manipulating a gamepad and watching a screen.”
“I suffered from vertigo during my interaction with the virtual environment.”
“How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed and annoyed were you?”

for them to potentially experience SoP and Cybersickness. Participants completed each trial in 119 s on average (SD=28 s). No
significant difference was found between the first and second trials.
The duration of trials was sufficient for participants to potentially
experience both SoP and Cybersickness as the exposure time does
not affect these two components of VR experience [23].
For each item of the three questionnaires, we compared the intrasubject answers depending on the type of feedback. This section
presents only the significant results obtained using a Wilcoxon
signed-rank test, related to our hypotheses (see Table 2 and Figure 5).
The questionnaire items were presented in their French-validated
versions to our participants, but for readability purposes we provide
their English-validated equivalent here.

5.2

Sense of Presence

5.2.1 Spatial presence. Concerning the IVEQ, for item 1(fr)/2(en)
“My interactions with the virtual environment seemed natural.”, participants reported significantly higher ratings for the CM condition.
These results support H1-Spa.
5.2.2 Involvement. Concerning the IPQ, for item I NV 3 (“I still paid
attention to the real environment.”), participants reported significantly lower ratings in the CM condition. For item I NV 4 (“I was
completely captivated by the virtual world.” ), participants reported
higher ratings in the CM condition. Concerning the IVEQ, for item
5(fr)/6(en) (“The sense of moving around inside the virtual environment was compelling”), participants reported higher ratings in the
CM condition. For item 15(fr)/19(en) (“I became so involved in the
virtual environment that it was as if I was inside the game rather

CV M (SD)
-0.75 (1.71)
0.5 (1.66)
1.19 (1.18)

CM M (SD)
-1.56 (1.37)
1.56 (0.70)
2.12 (0.78)

p-value
.041
.026
.032

6.62 (1.65)
6.38 (2.62)
6.31 (2.52)

7.62 (1.41)
8.31 (1.99)
7.88 (1.65)

.049
≪ .01
.044

5.06 (2.84)
7.06 (5.76)

2.62 (2.89)
4.06 (4.78)

.01
.017

than manipulating a gamepad and watching a screen.” ), participants
reported higher ratings in the CM condition. These results support
H1-Inv.
5.2.3 Experienced realism. Concerning the IPQ, for item REAL2
(“How much did your experience in the virtual environment seem
consistent with your real world experience ?”), participants reported
higher ratings in the CM condition. This results support H1-Rea.
All components of SoP (Spatial presence, Involvement and Experienced realism) presented a significant enhancement through the
addition of our vestibular feedback. Thus, these results support our
global hypothesis H1 concerning SoP.

5.3

Cybersickness

Concerning the IVEQ, for item 61(fr)/70(en) (“I suffered from vertigo
during my interaction with the virtual environment.” ), participants
reported lower ratings in the CM condition. Besides, one of our
participants reported in open feedback that “the simulation without
movements was not pleasant and disrupted the brain”. These results
support H2 concerning Cybersickness.
Concerning the TLX, for item (“How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed and annoyed were you?”), participants reported lower
ratings in the CM condition. Besides, multiple participants reported
in open feedback having preferred the trial with the vestibular feedback. This suggests that our vestibular feedback globally enhanced
quality of the VR experience for our participants.

Figure 5: Reported ratings showing significant differences between CV and CM . Scales are displayed in vertical axis.

6

DISCUSSION

This section discusses three aspects of our research: the user study,
the simulator and observations on SoP and Cybersickness. Future
works will also be revealed.

6.1

User study

After applying a strict validation policy and despite the number of
participants retained for results analysis, we collected and analysed
enough data to obtain significant results. Indeed, the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test is a non-parametric test, which implies that no
difference between groups could have been established without a
consequent effect size. However, a larger set of participants would
allow us to investigate the influence of user characteristics (e.g. age,
gender, habits, experience) on driving behaviour. Furthermore, this
pilot study only involved able-bodied participants, who are not the
target population for a wheelchair driving simulator. However, such
a study with able-bodied participants constitutes the very first step
before assessing our hypotheses with people with disabilities. On
the one hand, this is because we have to validate the relevancy of the
simulator modalities provided (here, the vestibular feedback). On
the other hand, it is mandatory to perform such a preliminary study
with able-bodied participants in order to obtain authorizations from
the Research Ethics Committee to initiate clinical investigations
with people with disabilities. Although the study was not performed
with the targeted population, the results remain valid and usable in
other projects.

Despite the fact that participants were not acquainted with the
city from which the virtual scene had been modelled, the fact that
it represents a real world city square contributes to the realism
of the environment. Elements used to mark the path for users to
follow were inspired by real world objects (barriers and cones), and
the arrows were designed to look like tags on the ground. This
ensured that the whole environment was as realistic as possible
to enhance user SoP. As the path and environment were the same
in both conditions, significant differences found for SoP and Cybersickness cannot be explained by their variations. The path was
also complex enough to ensure the diversity of vestibular feedback
presented to users (e.g accelerations, brakes, slight and sharp turns,
reverse driving). Furthermore, we chose to limit the experiment
driving speed (0.86 m.s−1 ) to half the average speed of a real power
wheelchair. Indeed, a higher speed induces higher accelerations
and thus provides an easier way to stimulate the vestibular system
and to reduce Cybersickness. Thus, we believe that if vestibular
stimulation works at low speed, it will work even better at high
speed. Plus, our simulator’s target audience is mainly first-time
power wheelchair users, who are more likely to drive slower than
experienced users. Finally, this scene suffers from a major drawback: the lack of dynamic elements and features. The participants
were alone in the scene, while the existing place is usually crowded.
The reproduced scene was therefore not entirely ecological. This
shows that we ensured that participants had little chance of already

knowing the place. It would be interesting to conduct an experiment with pedestrians and cars to better immerse participants in
the VE.

6.2

Simulator and vestibular feedback

Our simulator benefited from the dual contribution of computer and
mechanical scientists to design and build the vestibular feedback
platform. We aim to increase our simulator performances over time,
in terms of BOTH feedback and physical behaviour. It is important
to note that we only added vestibular feedback for this study while
our feedback platform is also able to simulate haptic and auditory
feedback. Indeed, in order to avoid bias and ensure that only the
impact of vestibular feedback was evaluated, we turned the haptic
feedback off as it is not being evaluated yet. However, once the user
is driving at maximum speed, the power wheelchair is no longer
subject to accelerations. Thus, the user does not feel any vestibular
feedback. This is why we maximized the number of actions that
induced acceleration variations during virtual task.
Compared to other types of existing feedback modalities, the
main objective of our vestibular feedback is not to give additional
information to the user or to help in the navigation [7]. The proposed feedback only provides a consistent and realistic wheelchair
behavior in order to decrease Cybersickness, increase SoP and thus
enhance the VR experience. However, future works on haptic feedback will provide additional relevant information regarding both
the navigation and QoE improvements as haptic feedback concerns
reactions to the VE.

6.3

SoP and Cybersickness

Most of the other simulators aim to analyse the issues related to the
use of a wheelchair in an urban environment, or to assess training
possibilities [24, 28]. To the best of our knowledge, there is no other
study investigating the impact of vestibular feedback on SoP and
Cybersickness in VR.
However, we believe that SoP and Cybersickness are key elements in simulator based training. On the one hand, SoP is linked
to spatial presence and experienced realism, but also user involvement and motivation, which is known to be an important factor for
training [36]. On the other hand, reducing Cybersickness is critical
to increase user QoE since most users would not be able to use
VR for training purposes due to Cybersickness symptoms. Thus,
SoP and Cybersickness are key elements to be addressed for a high
quality of virtual experience [39].
It is also interesting to point out that while our study concerned
a power wheelchair driving task, the presented results remain valid
and usable in other projects. In particular, every VR based simulator
could benefit from the addition of vestibular feedback. Also, further investigation of vestibular feedback as additional information
should be interesting in domains like robot teleoperation and telepresence such as in [31]. It could enhance the quality and precision
of manoeuvres for real robot experienced operators as they will
retrieve realistic sensations.

7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we used our power wheelchair driving simulator to
conduct a pilot study assessing the impact of the vestibular feedback
provided on user SoP and Cybersickness during a driving task in VR.

Participants were asked to drive the virtual power wheelchair along
a path in a VE reproducing a real city square. Every participant
completed the path twice in a counterbalanced order: one with
visual feedback only, and one with visual and vestibular feedback.
We used subjective questionnaires (NASA-TLX, IPQ and IVEQ) to
assess the quality of the VR experience after completion of each
task.
The results validate our stated hypotheses: the addition of the
vestibular feedback to the visual feedback provided by the visual
display interface rendering the VE increases SoP and decreases Cybersickness for users. Therefore, the vestibular feedback contributes
to better user QoE while using the simulator to drive a wheelchair in
a VE. Those positive results imply that the simulator is more likely
to be accepted and used by the targeted population (therapists and
end-users). Indeed, the positive impact of the proposed vestibular
feedback on increased SoP (by 2.44/10) and reduced Cybersickness
provides solutions to deal with issues such as user lack of involvement and Cybersickness effects that represent important barriers to
the use of VR technology by this target population. In a nutshell, our
results highlight the importance of providing vestibular feedback
in increasing the quality of VR experience and therefore the benefit
of our simulator for training and rehabilitation programmes.
This first pilot study paves the way towards numerous studies
and research. In future works, the impact many parameters such as
average speed, virtual environment or participant history should
be investigated. In particular, it would be interesting to collect and
analyse objective measures (e.g. gaze direction, electrodermal activity) to objectively quantify the impact of the vestibular feedback on
SoP and Cybersickness and to complete the subjective assessment
that we presented in this paper. Concerning participant history
and susceptibility to cybersickness we plan to use Motion Sickness
Susceptibility Questionnaire (MSSQ) with a reduced number of
questions by using more precise scales such as Simulator Sickness
Questionnaire (SSQ) instead of IVEQ. Also, some guidelines for
future works can be drawn from non significant results with low
p-value like the IVEQ-13 item “the simulation without movements
was not pleasant and disrupted the brain” which draws our attention
to the possible importance of the ecological aspect of the virtual
environment.
We also plan to validate our hypotheses for the haptic feedback
component of the vestibular feedback platform, corresponding to
the vibrations caused by the road on the wheels while driving,
among others. Finally, we plan to enroll participants with disabilities
to confirm the presented result for target population and make
comparisons between their driving behavior and performances
with our simulator and a real power wheelchair. This would pave
the way for the use of our simulator for training and rehabilitation
applications.
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